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This season sees Titlee pay tribute to the most iconic city of them all: New York. The Souvenirs collection celebrates
quintessential NYC with playful, gold-plated Pin’s in the shape of hot dogs, burgers and famous monuments. The
city’s hippest districts - Nolita, Soho and Bushwick - inspire desirable necklaces, bangles and earrings that bear the
cool spirit of each location.
New for SS18 are gold pieces from Titlee’s Les Classiques collection updated with black enamel accents. Delicate balls
adorn stud earrings, bracelets and rings to create a chic contrast. And with every single Titlee piece, each is handmade
in Paris by expert craftspeople.
Titlee also welcomes the Morton collection: a timeless ring and bangle composed with a wide, blank name plate.
Highlights from the new season also include the summer-appropriate ‘smash’ bracelet featuring a miniature tennis
racquet and ball.
Not to be missed is the collaboration with charming crafts brand Le Train Fantôme, which sees a delightful sprinkling
of bows upon rings and bangles alongside an adorable mushroom necklace and diamond-inspired shapes.
Titlee’s offering of wall jewels broadens with new pieces inspired by nature. Textured leaf motifs, frogs, snakes and
corals confirm these enchanting plaques as a must to transform unremarkable spaces into memorable murals. Each
comes beautiful packaged, making them as ideal gifts.

Titlee means Butterfly in Hindi but its roots are very much in Paris, where every piece is designed and handmade by the most skilled artisans. Understated yet
memorable, Titlee is synonymous with fine, effortless jewellery. Every piece is plated with hypo-allergenic, 1 microgram gold, making it the ultimate everyday
accessory thanks to its lightness.
Founded by Severine Balanqueux, the brand’s collections are inspired by the minimalist elegance of Paris and the energy of New York – a place which holds a
very space in Balanqueux’s heart.
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